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BRoll, One shot
standup

“Kite flying goes
00:0000:17
extreme in one of
the nation’s fastest
growing
participation
sports. Combining
surfing,
paragliding, and
wakeboarding,
kiteboarding is
capturing the
attention of water
sport fanatics. I’m
here in Sullivan’s
Island South
Carolina with some
experts to show us
how it’s done.”

One shot, BRoll

“Go out to the
00:1700:42
beach, you pump up
your kite, run your
lines out, make sure
everything is all
set to go. You have
somebody launch your
kite, then from
there you have your
kite hooked into
your harness, you’re
flying it with your
hands. This is the
bar, it’s really
easy to hold like
this and you hook in
with. Then you take
your board, walk out
to the beach, put it
on your feet, and

start riding.”
One shot, BRoll

“Well I will tell
00:4200:58
you that big kite,
it’s like a dump
truck. It’s slow to
start, but once you
get it going, it’s
hard to stop.
Whereas the trainer
kite is like a
sportscar, it wants
to fly all over the
place, and you’ll
see it’s very quick
to maneuver, whereas
the big kite doesn't
maneuver that
quickly.

One shot, BRoll

“Definitely there’s 00:5801:17
two parts to it like
you have to be able
to like fly the kite
and control it,
which is like one
battle in itself,
and you also have to
be able to like have
the board skills to
like ride. So
putting those two
together is not
necessarily as easy
as, like I thought
it would be a lot
easier than it was.”

One shot

“The beaches of
01:1701:30
Charleston’s barrier
islands provide
plenty of space for
practicing
kiteboarding
techniques, rigging,

and launching. Grab
your kite and your
board, and hopefully
the next time the
wind is up, the
kites will be too.
For Wave TV, I’m
Betsy Bullock.”
Link to the Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8kEnYT50K8

